several options for displaying the ATR system's results to the operator, including one as simple as printing "YES" or "NO" on the computer display, and another in which the scene is displayed with color coding to show the locations of targets.
Ease of Use
In the production mode, for processing surveillance data, this ATR system is very easy to use, requiring only very basic knowledge of how to operate a personal computer.
In the training process, certain expertise is required. A skilled operator must give the ATR system a list of local features to be extracted from the images and used in recognizing targets. These features might be such things as a measurement magnitude, smoothness of a measurement versus position, the presence of a step change in a measurement versus position, and a multitude of other local structures in the measurement versus position maps. The ATR system will select the important features fiom the operator-supplied list, and in effect ignore the unimportant features, so it does not matter, if the operator specifies superfluous features. However, the ATR system cannot invent its own features, so the operator must supply a feature list that includes enough features to distinguish between target and background. This can require some understanding of the nature of the targets and of the measurement systems. Note, however, that the operator only has to supply the ATR system with a sufficient set of features, a set of tools that will enable target-background discrimination. The operator does not necessarily have to understand how these tools will be used, or exactly how a target will be recognized, or even which tools will be important. This allows the ATR system to effectively implement target recognition procedures that are very complicated, much too complicated to be used in practice by even expert data analysts.
S i z e of Data Sets
This ATR system analyzes one scene at a time, so there is no practical limit on the number of scenes that can be processed. The number of images per scene, and the number of pixels (sample points or measurement p i n t s ) per image, are limited only by the memory in the parallel processor nodes, which is 80 megabytes in ATR3. In the event that this memory is inadequate for a particular application, this ATR system can analyze each scene in parts, effectively dividing each scene into several smaller scenes, and thereby circumvent any memory limitatiOnS.
System Hardware
The unique aspect of this ATR hardware is the use of small, low-cost parallel processors to give a lot of computing speed in a small, cheap package. It is easy to add more processors to this type of system and thereby increase the speed, for most operations, proportionately. The parallel processors for this beta prototype system ATR3 are Alta Technology ALN66 processors, and the host computer is a DEC 2000 AXP. This system hardware is described in more detail later in this report.
System Software
This ATR system does use such basic, standard software as the operating systemnormally supplied with the host computer and a host-network interface normally supplied with the parallel processor network. Other than this, all the software was developed by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory for the Department of Energy, so it has no licensing restrictions. The source code can easily be modified to include additional functions or non-standard image manipulations. The software is discussed in more detail in a later section of this report.
Other Uses
As with any automatic target recognition system, this ATR s o h a r e includes a lot of general-purpose image analysis capabiity, and the system can easily be used for image manipulations other than target searches.
The presence of the ATR-related hardware and software does not prevent the host computer from being used for any other normal application, such as running other data analysis programs, word processing, spread sheets, etc. Other s o h a r e and hardware (within the normal limits) can be used freely on this ATR system computer.
Summary
We have developed an Automatic Target Recognition system designed for rapid screening of large amounts of multi-image data. This system is versatile and broadly applicable, and capable of implementing very subtle and complicated target recognition procedures. It incorporates optimal image data fusion and uncertainty estimation. It is reasonably low cost, fast, and not subject to license restrictioaS. The software is easily expandable to incorporate new capabilities, and the hardware is easily expaudable to increase the speed.
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
The ATR3 hardware comprises two major parts: the host computer, and a daisy chain of five parallel processor nodes. The bulk of the computation is done by the parallel processors, and the dculation speed of the system can easily be increased by simply adding more nodes to the chain. Adding more nodes also increases the total memory of the system, since each node has its own memory; the nodes do not share memory. This arrangement allows the user to easily tailor the ATR hardware system to suit his own calculation speed requirements and budget COILSttainfs. The host computer is the interface between the parallel processor network and the peripheral devices including the operator's console and any data storage and display devices. The ATR3 host computer is a DEC 2000 Model 300 AXP. A VT510 monochrome monitor and keyboard, connected to a s d port, are used as the operator's console. The high-resolution RGB monitor, w i t h the ATR software in its normal mode, is used solely for displaying the images being processed. When the ATR software is being debugged with TCP/IP support, the RGB monitor us used with the second keyboard and the mouse to manipulate and observe the parallel processor nodes.
Each ATR3 parallel processor node is an Alta Technology =A766 which includes a DEC Alpha 21066 processor and 16 Mbyte of memory, Each node atso includes a T425 transputer to facilitate inter-node communication and control operations such as booting the network, but the transputer's operation is transparent &d the user does not need to explicitly address it. The nodes can communicate via the standard four 20 Mbit/second (about 1.8 Mbyte/second in one direction) transputer links, or T-links, and also via four 250 Mbit/second (at least 17 Mbyte/second) A-links. The parallel processor nodes can be accessed Using the TCP/IP model, in which case each node's T-links 2 and 3, and one host T-link, are used by the system and are not available explicitly to the user; the other T-links and the A-links are available at the user's discretion. This TCP/IP access if very useful for. debugging the software that runs on the parallel processor nodes, as it allows each node to be monitored in a separate window of the user's display. The parallel processor network can also be used, more simply and efficiently, without TCPmP support, in which case all the links are at the user's disposal. The parallel processor nodes are mounted in a VME chassis, separate fiom the host. The ATR3 vendor recommends leaving one or two vacant slots between nodes in the VME chassis.
For historical reasons, three of the five nodes i n this particular system have a clock speed of 166 MHz, and two run at 233 MHz. The current version of the ATR s o h a r e cannot allocate computation tasks to the nodes differently depending on their different speeds. Therefore, the system speeds that are discussed later are determined by the speed of the 166 MHz nodes. A system using all 233 MHz nodes would presumably be proportionately faster. Figure 1 indicates schematically the ATR3 hardware system. The present system does not include A-link connectors on the host; these will be supplied later by the vendor, as specified by the original purchase agreement. The details of the inter-node connections are indicated in Figure 2 . The node T2 and T3 C O M~C~~O I E are used for TCP/IP support. The ATR software uses either TO and T1 or A0 and A1 for inter-node communication. (T-links cannot be c o~e~t e d to A-links.) The UP and DOWN C O M~C~~O I U are always required for system operation. It would be possible to use several links in parallel; for example, we could connect the A2 and A3 links just as the A0 and A1 links are connected, and thereby double the potential inter-node data transfer rate. However, this would substantially complicate the inter-node communication part of the ATR software, and the overall ATR software is such that it could not significantly benefit from the additional parallel links. 
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SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The host computer operating system software is OSF/l. The ATR software is written in standard C augmented with a small library of functions to allow inter-node communication. The software is designed to allow easy addition of new image manipulation functions as the need arises.
There are three programs, called E, F, and G. The three programs have many functions in common, but they also have some differences associated with the different operations they perform. Appendix A lists the functions currently included in the ATR software.
Surveillance Program E
The surveillance program E is the production program, used in the field to analyze a set of one or more images of a scene and report on whether there is a target present in the scene. Program E uses a set of three control files: a .sl file, which specifies the m e s of the files that hold the image data to be analyzed; a .fc file, which includes a sequence of image manipulation instructions that is a recipe for determining whether a target is present in the scene; and, a .cmd file, which contains primarily just the names of the .sl and .fc files. Program E is used very simply, by typing "em" and then, when asked, the name of the .cmd file to be used for this application. Thus, using program E is trivial after the three control files are ready. Preparation of these files is not trivial; it will be discussed in more detail in a separate report. For the present, we note that the .fc file may use the values of coefficients determined by program F.
Training Program F
The training processes is implemented in program F. The training process is optional.
In some applications, the analyst may know by other means how to manipulate the image data to find targets, and he can build this procedure into the program E .fc file without ever using program F.
The training process in program F is used when the targetlno target decision is expressed as a linear combination of the raw images or any other images that may be derived fiom the raw images. Program F gives the optimal values of the coefficients in the linear combination. This is a surprisingly versatile process. Even though the optimized combination is hear, the overall target detection process is not restricted to linear combinations of the raw images, since any of the images in the linear combination can be constructed by any arbitrary non-linear process fiom the raw images.
In addition to the optimal coefficient values, program F gives a predicted error rate for target detection based on the present training data. Program F also indicates the importance of each of the images in the linear combination, so that the analyst can simplify the target detection process by eliminating the unimportant parts.
Program F uses training data, in the form of sets of images in which the analyst has marked some areas as targets and other areas as background. This marking of training scenes is done using program G.
.
Mask Creation Program G
For each training scene, a skilled operator must create a mask that indicates which parts of the scene are targets, which parts are background, and which parts are not designated as either target or background regions. Program G is a tool to help the operator do this task. G creates a mask, an "image" that contains the operator's targetbackground designations, and makes the mask available for program F to use along with the raw training scene images in the optimization process.
Unlike program E and program F, program G does not take its instructions from control files; program G takes instructions from the keyboard. Program G includes all of the image manipulation functions that are in program E and program F (but not the coefficient optimization procedure used in the training process), so program G can be used as an interactive version of the software, which some users might find convenient for experimentation when developing a target recognition process.
SYSTEM TESTS
The three programs E, F, and G have been verified as being functional on the ATR3 hardware. They are generally faster, and is some small ways slightly easier to use, than they are on the other two hardware systems we have tested.
An important aspect of this ATR systems is its speed, primarily the speed ofthe parallel processor network. We have done direct measurements of speeds for certain typical image analysis operations, and we have done comparisons with two other ATR systems using essentially the same so€hvare on different hardware systems (ATR1 and ATR2). ATRl uses T805 transputers, and ATR2 uses T9000 gamma transputers. The results of the measurements reported here are in some cases different fkom similar measurements reported &lie?, primarily because of improvements in the ATR3 system software and also because of changes in our own software. For these M g meanirements, ATR3 was used with only 3 daisy nodes, to make it more directly comparable with ATR2. The times quoted here were measured with the echo turned off, using images with 512 columns by 480 rows of pixels. Some explanation of these times follows:
COiM&UVD, comments
ATRl seconds ATR2 seconds ATR3 seconds This is the format for the following entries. The command, capitalized, and a comment in italics are in the first line; the execution times for each of the three hardware systems, in seconds, are in the second line; discussion is in following lines. The +, values given with the times are not statistical uncertainties; they are absolute l i m i t s on the accuracy of the time measurements, imposed by the limited resolution of the accessible cluck.
;remurk ¶ remrk with leading semicolon
This is the time required for the master to read a command &om the feature calculation file and dispose of it without any attempt at command interpretation. The times listed here are for a remark of minimal lengh, ";" with no real remark text. These limes are strongly affected by the time required to read a line of ASCII characters from a disk file; the times will be greater for longer remarks. The master sends a short message to all the slaves. Each slave scans its part of the specified image for the maximum value, and then the slaves daisy-chain communicate the maximum value to the master. The master then sends a short message to all the slaves, and each slave multiplies its part of the image by a conslant. Thus, there is some master-slave and interslave communication involved in this scaling operation. This time should be approximately inversely proportional to the number of slave nodes. These times are for the host system disk. Accessing the ATRl SCSI disk takes a little longer. These times should be essentially independent of the number of slave nodes. They depend on external factors such as the disk speed, the bus speed, and perhaps the host operating system or other data transfer software. This software package contains no operations that are purely communication. Even such operations as reading an image fiom a disk file involve a significant amount of calculation, in calculating array indexes and converting fiom 8-bit integers to 32-bit floating point values.
REM
Perhaps the best indication we have of relative communication speed is the OVERLAP operation, in which 512 floating point values (2048 bytes) per data transfer are exchanged between neighboring processors without type conversion and the only arithmetic is array index calculation. For this, like most inter-node communications, it is not reasonable to speak of speed per node, because the time of the overall opemtion usually does not depend significantly on the number of nodes. In the typical inter-node communication, there is in effect a parallelism with many pairs of nodes communicatiug simultaneously, so that the overall time is essentially the time required for any one pair of nodes to communicate. Thus, we represent the relative communication speed by the ratio of the times: The ATR3 system has a substantial per-message system software overhead for inter-node communication. This is apparent in the very long time requited for ATR3 to do the SMTHY operation, which involves many short messages exchanged between neighboring nodes. The ATR3 communication speed is much better for longer messages.
The final version of the parallel processor system software was not yet available when these timing measurements were done. We know that the fml system software will allow streamlining certain parts of the ATR software, and we speculate that this will significantly increase the inter-node communication speed. No measurable change is expected in calculation speed-
CONCLUSIONS
The ATR3 hardware is complete except for the expected addition of A-links to the host.
This addition will not adversely affect the system operation in any way; it may enhance the communication speed, but probably not significantly for the present ATR software. The existing hardware is fully operational, with no known defects. We expect that the parallel processor system software will be enhanced by the addition of certain inter-node communication functions, which might significantly increase the communication speed of this ATR3 system.
The existing ATR3 system is fully operational. It is a computationally powerful system for target recognition and other image manipulation appfications. The software is easily expandable; new functions can be incorporated into the existing framework with minimat difficulty. The hardware is also expandable, in that additional parallel processor nodes can be added to increase the speed and total memory of the system.
1.
Hardware Implementations, The command names themselves are NOT case sensitive; the command names can be typed in upper case, lower case, or any mixture of cases. The user-accessible and user-deked variable names ARE case-sensitive. Command parameters may be separated by commas or spaces or both.
A-2 ABS dst, Src
Set image dst = absolute value of image src.
ADD dst, srcl, src2
Set image dst = image srcl + image src2.
ADDCON dst, src, const
Set image dst = image src + const.
ATAN dst,src
image src pixel. Angles will be in radians, in the interval (-7r/2,~/2).
Set each image dst pixel equal to the inverse tangent of the value of the corresponding ATAN2 dst, srcy, STCX The common inverse tangent function with two arguments, corresponding to the opposite and adjacent sides of a right triangle. Set each image dst pixel equal to the inverse tangent value (the angle), with the opposite side value from image srcy and the adjacent side value from image srcx. Angles wiU be in radians, in the interval (-x,T].
BANDR nbands
BANDR band, img [, byto [, mol[, bpp I]]
BANDR (no parameters)
This BANDR command is used to prepare for reading row-interleaved images from a file with the READIMAGE -1 command.
In its first form, with only one parameter, the BANDR command sets the number of bands to nbands.
In its second form, with more than one parameter, BANDR sets parameters for band (or sub-image) number band (band = 1, 2, ... nbands), as follows. img is the number of the memory image to receive band band, or if the img value is zero, band band is not used. b y 0 is the number of bytes from the beginning of the image file composite row to the beginning of band band. ncol is the number of columns (pixels, not necessarily bytes) to be read for band band. bpp is the number of bytes per pixel (see the READIMAGE command) for band band.
It is acceptable to skip bands of the file; however, all bands that are specified by this BANDR command should be in order of increasing byto, the order in which they occur in the file. If the value -1 is given for byt0 or ncol, or if the value 0 is given for bpp, for any band, the READIMAGE -1 command will attempt to determine the correct values for these parameten from the file header. If values are not specified for the last 1, 2, or 3 parameters in this BANDR command, their values stored in the program are not changed. Initial values for all these parameters are 0. With no parameters, the BANDR command prints the current values for all bands for which non-zero parameters have been specified.
BRANCH n
Jump to the .fc file line which is n lines removed from the line containing this BRANCH statement. n may be positive or negative. n=O is an error condition, since this would establish an W t e loop of repeatedly branching to the current line. Although n=l is not an error, a BRANCH command with n=l is superfluous. It causes a jump to the following line, which Set image dst equal to the convolution of image src with operator (kernel) opr. That is, set each dst pixel equal to the sum of (src*opr), summed over the domain of the operator opr with the operator's "center" pixel positioned on the src pixel that corresponds to the dst pixel. The pixels of image dst in the excluded edge region, which is defined by the domain of the operator opr, are set to zero. src should have enough overlap rows to accommodate operator opr; the overlap rows must be present and have valid values. Correct values can be put into the overlap rows with the OVERLAP command. The number of overlap rows should be at least as large as the larger of the absolute value of jmax or the absolute value of jmio for operator opr. opr must be greater than 0. dst and src should be Merent images. The image dst does not need to be the same size as the image src, but the two images do need to bxe distributed among the daisies in a manner compatible with the RESAMpI;E algorithms. If there is question about compatibility, it may be helpfur to have extra overlap rows for image src.
Note that this is not strictly a proper convolution calculation, which would require reversing the signs of the two indexes in the operator.
COPDEF dst, src [, novl ] Define space for previously undefined image dst so that it is compatible with the previously defined image src. That is, the total sizes are the same for the two images, and their primary rows are distributed the same way among the several daisies, so that the two images are compatible for 2-or 3-image operations. The new image dst will have novl overlap rows regardless of how many overlap rows the old image src had. If a value is not given for novl, image dst will be created w i t h the same number of overlap rows as image src. COPDEF does not set any pixel values. COPDEF sets $A and $B to 0.0 and 1.0 for dst.
Copy image src to image dst. Both images must be already defined and of the same COPYEDGES dst, src, opr
Copy the values of the pixels at the edges of image src to the corresponding pixels of image dst. The edge pixels are specified by the domain of the operator opr. That is, if a certain pixel of image src can be used as the center pixel of the operator opr without the domain of the operator opr extending off the image src, then that certain pixel is NOT an edge pixel and it will not be copied. Tbis same defkition of edge regions in terms of an operator is used in many of the operations described later in this report. opr should be greater than 0 for this operation, since it would not make sense to copy an edge region which contains no pixels.
Images dst and src should be the same size.
DEFIMG img, mol, mow [ The iirst form of DEFKERN, with 5 parameters, reserves memory in each daisy to hold all of the convolution operator (or kernel) opr. The parameters imin, imax, jmin, jmax define the domain of this operator, in the horizontal (positive to the right) and the vertical (positive downward) directions respectively, relative to the "center" pixel. The "center" pixel does not need to be in the center, or even in the two-dimensional domain specified by imin, imax, jmin, jmax. The "center" pixel is merely the pixel with operator domain coordinates i=O and j=O, which is often, but not necessarily, in the center of the domain. opr must be greater than 0.
Operator 0 is always automatically defined with imin, imax, jmin, jmax all equal to zero; this is useful as a dummy operator with a one-pixel domain. Usiug operator 0 to specify an excluded edge region implies that none of the image is excluded.
The second form of DEFKEXN, with only one parameter, sets the user-accessible variables $MINI, $MAXI, $MINJ, and $MAX equal to the cmaponding values for operator opr. If the echo is on, these values are printed on the screen.
The third form of DEFKERN, with no parameters, lists on the screen all the defined kernels and their domain limits.
A-5 DISP caption, img [, row0 [, c010 
I, Q 111
Display image img on the high-resolution RGB monitor. The top left comer of the image will appear at row0,colO in the screen display. Red will be used for pixels with value less than Q, green for pixels with value greater than Q. If a value is not given for Q, the value 0.0 is used. If values are not given for row0 and col0, values 0 and 0 are used. Pixel values should be between 0.0 and 255.0 (see SCALE). The character String caption will be printed below the image on the screen. caption should not contain any embedded spaces. If a n.n is the fist character of the string given as the caption, then the last-used file name will be used as the caption. If the echo is on, the image will remain on the screen, and the program will stop execution, until the operator bits a key on the keyboard. The ATR2 system uses the environment variable QT9. ATR3 uses the environment variable DISPLAY, and assumes that the window manager program mwm is running in the background.
DISPRES caption, img, row0, col0, Q, res
This is like DISP, except that the pixels are colored red or green according to whether the corresponding pixel in the image res (normally, but not necessarily, a result image) has a value less than Q. This allows an input image to be displayed with color coding based on a result image.
Set image dst = image srcl / image src2.
ECHO (no parameters except a remark) Echo this input line back to the screen if the echo is on.
ECHO -ON (noparameten)
?'urn on the echo, so that commands are printed on the operator's screen as they are executed, along with certain related inforination including warnings of possible errors. The default condition is echo on.
ECHO-OFF (no parameters)
Turn off the echo. ECHOTIME (no parameters except a remark)
parameter. This is useful for timing studies and diagnostics.
Echo the time and this input line to the screen, regardless of the setting of the echo EDJO2 bright, tangIe, src, skr, opr, length, width, avg, g
Find edges. This EDJO2 uses XGRAD followed by W 0 2 and YGRAD followed by LIN02 to find sharp gradients in the image src. Image bright is set to the magnitude of the gradient, and image tangle is set-to the tangent of the angle between the gradient direction and the x-axis. The opr, length, width, and avg parameters are used in LIN02. g is a gradient threshold; gradient amplitudes less than g are set to zero and ignored. SBr is the number of an image than can be used for scratch space. It does not matter whether image skr is previously A-6 defined; t h i s operation will define, use, and destroy image skr. This EDJO2 operation requires one overlap row for image src. All four images should be Werent, all of the same size. bright pixels in the excluded edge region defined by the domain of opr are set to zero.
END (no parameters)
Indicate the end of the feature calculation script in the .fc file, and also stop the feature calculation process for the current scene. The END differs from the STOP command in that a BRANCH or JUMP or GOSUB command can cause the program to skip over a STOP command and execute later commands, but the program will never skip over an END command and will never read any of the .fc file &er the first END command. Each script in a .fc file should contain at least one STOP or END command, and it might contain more than one STOP 
FEATFIL [-I3
FOR PROGRAM F ONLY. Read a file name fiom the scene list file and enter that file name into the internal list of feature image iile names, without actually reading or writing any image file. The "+" and "." file name coIIstNcts, used in the READSCENE command, also apply here. This command is useful in the F program when the feature images are the same size as the scene images, in which case the program can use the same file for both feature and scene mash and does not need to write a separate file for the feature mask. Note that the feature mask file name should always be the first name in the list of feature image names.
If the -1 parameter is given, the file name used by F E A m is not stored as the last-used scene file name. Thus, the next call to READSCENE or FEATFIL with a reference to the previous scene image file name (" + " or " . ") does not use the file name referenced in this call to FEATFIL but uses the previously stored scene image file name.
FOR PROGRAM F ONLY. The program F maintains an internal list of feature images that have been defined, and this list is used during the calculation of the sums in F. Feature images are defined by a WRITEFEAT, a FEATFIL, or a FEAT* command. They are automatically assigned sequence numbers as they are defined. The first feature image, number 0, must always be the mask. The first "real" feature image is number 1. This operation FEAT* puts a special code into the list of defined feature images. The code directs the sums calculation subroutine to use an additionaI feature image that is not actually stored in a file; this additional feature image is the product (pixel-by-pixel multiplication) of the two previously defined feature images numbered srcl and src2. (srcl and src2 may be the same.) This allows the use of a feature image that is the product of two other feature images, without taking the time to write A-7 and read a file for this image. This FEAT* command should not be used until both of the feature images srcl and src2 are defined.
GOSUB subname [, -4 Execute the "subroutine" named subname that is in the .fc file. See the SUBDEF command. The GOSUB command must have as its first parameter the name of the subroutine to be executed. It should usually have additional parameters to match the parameters specified in the subroutine definition, in the SUBDEF command. This software does not check for matching parameter number or type. If the GOSUB command specifies more parameters than the SUBDEF command, the extra parameters are ignored. Depending on the nature of the subroutine, it may be acceptable for the GOSUB command to have fewer parameters than the SUBDEF command specifies.
If a subroutine parameter is a scalar (not an array), the value of the scalar in the GOSUB Concentrate (or sharpen) the peaks in a vector field, in the direction of the vector. This is intended to concentrate a gradient vector field, such as is obtained from operation GRADT or from the combination of XGRAD, YGRAD, and XY2RT. Image srcb contains the source vector magnitude, image srca contains the tangent of the angle between the vector and the x axis, and images dstb and dsta will contain the cmesponding quantities for the concentrated vector field. GRADCON assumes that the single rows and columns of pixels at the edges of the source images are all zero, and it sets these edge pixels to zero in dstb. This operation uses one overlap row for each of the source images. All the images should be of the same size. The destination images need not be distinct from the source images or from each other. (It does not make sense for the two source images to be the same.) If the two destination images dstb and dsta are the same, the destination image will contain the concentrated vector magnitudes. This operation can be repeated to obtain more sharpening, but the OVERTAP Operation should be done before each GRADCON operation. This operation is not perfect, but is quite good. There is sometimes some concentration in the wrong direction, which gets worse with repeated application of GRADCON.
GRADT dstr,dstt,src
Set image dstr equal to the magnitude of the gradient, and image ds# equal to the tangent of the angle between the gradient angle and the x (horhontal) vl and v2 are scalars, either coastants or user-delined scalar variables. op is any of the 6 relational operators " = = (equals), "! = " (does not equal), < " (is less than), > (is greater than), "<=" (islessthanorequalto), and">=" (isgreaterthanorequalto Find lines in image src. Set each pixel in image bright equal to the brightness of the line (if any) passing through the corresponding pixel in image src, and set the corresponding pixel in image tangle equal to the tangent of the angle between the line and the x (horizontal) axis. LINOl will not find lines with negative brightness. bright, tangle, and sfc should all be the same size, and bright and tangle should be different from src. If bright and tangle are the same image, the image will be set equal to the brightness values and the angle information will not be stored in any image. Operator opr contains weights fix the local region which is analyzed for the presence of a line. length is the minimum acceptable line length parameter, and width is the maximum acceptable line width parameter. length and width are measured in pixels, but they are floating point values and fractional parts are meaningful. This operation uses overlap rows for image src; it does NOT set any overlap row values in either of the destination images bright or tangle. bright pixels in the excluded edge region defined by the domain of opr are set to zero.
The LINOl algorithm is designed to find bright lines on a zero-intensity background, with no negative pixel values. One procedure that is usually reasonable is to subtract a smoothed version of the source image from the raw source image, and then use the MAXCON operation to remove negative pixel values, before wing LINO1. Dark lines can, of course, be found by negating an image before starting so that the dark lines appear bright. This algorithm treats the src*opr intensity versus position data as a bivariate probability density function, finds the principal axes, and compares the standard deviations in the principal directions with lengWsqrt(l2) and width/sqt(l2) to determine whether the distribution is "long" and "narrow" enough to be construed as a line. (For a line of uniform intensity, the standard deviations of the distribution are equal to length/sqrt(l2) and widWsqrt(l2).) In other words, this dgorithm looks at the peak in the scr*opr values, regarded as a function of the two position coordinates x and A-10 y, and checks to see whether this peak is long and narrow enough to be considered a line. Lines that do not pass tbrough the "central" pixel of the local region defined by opr are rejected.
Note that positive x is to the right, positive y is downward, and positive angles are clockwise from the positive x axis. Do an order sort filter, in which the output (filtered) value is neither the largest nor the smallest of the values in the local region of the source image. This is a non-bear filter that removes local minima with domains of Nlo or fewer pixels, and local maxima with domains of Nhi or fewer pixels. For each pixel in image dst, MEDIAN finds the corresponding pixel in image src and aligns thereon the center pixel of operator opr. For each non-zero element of opr, the corresponding src pixel is put into a list of pixel values. The list is sorted according to value. The dst pixel value is set equal to the corresponding src pixel value, unless this value is smaller than the N o + 1)th smallest value or larger than the (Nhi+ 1)th largest value in the list, in which case the limiting list value is used for the dst pixel value. Thus, if Nlo is 1 and Nhi is 2, for example, the dst pixel value cannot be the smallest or the largest or the second largest value in the operator domain of src pixels. The operator values are not used except to specify which source pixels are in the local neighborhood, which is that part of the operator domain for which the operator values are not zero. src should have enough overlap rows to accommodate opr. Nlo and Nhi should normally be greater than 0, and less than half of the number of non-zero operator elements. If either Nlo or Nhi is -1 , that -1 value is replaced by half (integer division by 2) of the number of non-zero elements in the operator. If Nlo is missing from the command, -1 is used for the missing value. If Nhi is missing fkom the -command line, the value of Nlo is used for the missing value. If the operator has an add number of non-zero elements, and N is half of that number (integer division by 2), this
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MEDIAN operation is a standard median filter. Pixels in the excluded edge region of dst are set to zero. dst and src should be different images, and they may be merent sizes.
Note If region is 3, both operations are done. Other pixels are simply copied from old to new. Thus, the designated target (2) and background (1) regions in the mask are shrunk so that they do not extend beyond the target and background regions indicated in the result image res. This hopefully makes the mask more efficient without damaging its intended target and background designations. Operator xcl defines an excluded edge region in which new pixels are left unchanged. All three images should be the same size, and new may be the same image as either old or res.
MMuv sfc, opr, dstl r, d m r, -r, dstrm I, dstw [> * I1111 M O W treats the intensity values in the local region as if they were an un-normalized probability density function (PDF), and calculates the second and lower moments of the PDF.
M O W does a coordinate rotation to maximize the second moment about zero (not about the mean) in the U direction. If the PDF indicates no prefmed direction, the U axis is along the x axis (horizontal, positive to the right). Image src is the source image, and kernel opr defines the local region and the weights for the pixels in the local region. Images dstl, dsto, dstv, dstnn, d s t w and dsta are destination images for the weighted average intensity, the moments U, V, UU, and W (the U V moment is always 0), and the tangent of the angle from the x axis to the U axis. If the value 0 is used for any of the destination image numbers, the corresponding quantity is not written to any image. If an image number is not supplied for dsb . . . , the value 0 is used for the missing image numbers. The x coordinate is positive to the right, and the y coordinate is positive downward, and the origin is at the center pixel of the local region. src must have enough overlap rows to accommodate opr. The images must all be the same size. src should normally be different from all the destination images. The excluded edge pixels in each dst are set to zero.
MUL dst, srcl, sTc2
Set image dst = image srcl * image src2.
MULCON dst, src, const
Set image dst = image src * const.
NEWIMG [(I32 scalar variable)]
Set $N equal to the number of a not-yet-defined image. If all images are already defined, set $N equal to -1. If the name of an integer scalar variable is given as a parameter for this NEWIMG command, the variable's value is set equal to the $N value.
NLINOl dst, bright, tangle, opr
Count how many line extensions pass through each pixel. This operation is similar to XLINO1. But, whereas XLINOl yeilds the sum of the intensifies of all the line segments whose extensions would pass through the central pixel, NLINOl is an attempt to count the number of line segments whose extensions would pass through the central pixel, independent of the line segment intensities. NLINOl does not work very well. The weights in the operator opr should sum to 1.0 along any one ray from the center pixel.
NTRPOO dst,src,opr NTRPOO does an interpolation, replacing pixels that have value 0.0 in the source image src with new values in the destination image dst. The new value is the weighted average of all the non-zero-value pixels in the local region, with the weights contained in the kernel opr. src should include enough overlap rows to accommodate opr. dst and src should be the same size. dst should usually be different &om src.
NTRPOl dst,src,opr
NTRPOl does an interpolation, replacing pixels that have value 0.0 in the source image src with new values in the destination image dst. The new value is determined by a weighted least squares fit with a bear function of position to all the non-zero-value pixels in the local region, with the weights contained in the kernel opr. src should include enough overlap rows to accommodate opr. dst and src should be the same size. dst should usually be different from and assigns the sum values to the destination image pixels corresponding to the accumulator pixel in peak (hence the term naccumulatorn). sum1 is set equal to the sum of the STC pixel values in the peak. sumx and m y are set equal to the swlls of the distances (in pixels) from the accumulator pixel to the other pixels in the peak, multiplied by the src pixel value. sumxx, sumyy, and mmxy are set equal to the sums of the products of the distances, multiplied by src. The sums appear in the accumulator pixels only; the donor pixels are set to zero (except for src, which is unchanged). These images should all be the same size, and they should all be distinct.
No overlap rows are needed for tbis operation (although some of the images need an overlap row for the preceding operations).
PAUSE (no parameters)
struck.
The PAUSE command causes the program to wait until any key on the keyboard is PDFXYZ img [, xcl [, v&, vmax 
]I
Treat the entire image img as a probability density function in two dimensions, and calculate certain moments. xcl is the number of a kernel that defines an excluded edge region. If only one parameter (img) is given for this PDFXYZ command, xcl is assumed to be 0, which implies that no edge region is excluded. Only the pixels with values between vmin and vmax are included in this calculation. If fewer than 4 parameters are given with this PDFXYZ command, all pixels (except those in the excluded edge region) are included regardless of their values. This command sets $AVGX = average i value, SIGX = standard deviation in the i A-14 direction, $MINI = minimum i value, and $MAXI = maximum i value, and it sets the analogous user-accessible variables for the j or y direction. i or x increases fiom left to right, j or y increases from top to bottom, and i=O, j=O is the top left pixel. This command also sets $COXY = covariance of i and j, and $N = number of pixels included in the sums.
PDFXYl img, xcl, vmin, vmax
This PDFXYl command is similar to the PDFXYZ command, except that this PDFXYl command uses 1.0 instead of the pixel value for the weight (the probabiity density function value) when calculating the weighted sums. This PDFXYl command requires all 4 parameters.
PEAKl src, peak [, accx, accy ] This command finds peaks in image src. It compares each pixel in src with its 8 nearest neighbors. If the src pixel value is less than any of its neighbon, or if it is equal to a neighbor with a lower address (lower row number or same row and lower column number), the src pixel is declared not a peak and the corresponding pixel in peak is set to zero. Otherwise, the STC pixel is considered a peak, and its value is assigned to the corresponding pixel in peak. This is intended to work w i t h src images that have only non-negative pixel values. If values are given for parameters accx and accy, images accx and accy are set to zero for non-peak pixels, and they are set to O S + i and O S + j for peak pixels, where i and j are the peak pixel coordinates. The images accx and accy are set as an aid in the use of the PLNKl command following this PEAKl command. All the images should be distinct, and all should be the same size. src should have at least 1 overlap row. ( Read and print the header from the image file filename. header is an integer code specifying the type of header (see READIMAGE) . I€ the value -1 is given for header, or if no value is given for header, the program will attempt to determine the header type by itself. If the value 0 is given for header, the program simply prints the first length bytes of the file in hexadecimal and ASCII. The parameter length is not used, and need not be supplied, unless header is 0.
PLNKl src, peak, accx, accy
This command associates each non-zero pixel in image src with a nearby intensity peak.
The PEAKl command should be used to set the values iu peak, accx, and amy, before this PLNKl command is used. All four images should be the same size, all four should be distinct,
and each of the four should have at least one overlap row. For a peak in image src, we will speak of an accumulator pixel and (usually) several donor pixels. The a c c u m w for a peak is the pixel with the greatest intensity in src in that peak; a donor is any pixel in that peak other than the accumulator (and with a src value greater than 0). The result of this PLNKl operation is that each donor pixel in a peak is associated with the accumulator for that peak, by being assigned the accumulator pixel's values in images peak, accx, and accy. That is, for each donor pixel, the values of accx -112 and accy -1/2 are the coordinates of that donor's accumulator pixel, and the value of peak is the value of that donor's accumulator pixel in src. Each donor pixel is associated with the same peak as its nearest (of 8) neighbor pixel with the largest value in src. (This neighbor pixel value is larger than the donor's own value, or the "donor" is actually an accumulator.) If there is a tie for highest value corresponding to the peak pixel in flag. mom0 is left unchanged, qual to suml, the sum of the src pixel values in the peak. avgx and avgy are set equal to the distance in pixels from the accumulator (peak) pixel to the centroid of the peak. varxx, varyy, and varxy are set equal to the second moments (the variances and the covariance) about the centroid. These images should all be the same size, and they should all be distinct. No overlap rows are needed for this operation (although some of the images need an overlap row for the preceding operations).
PMRGl src, peak, accx, accy, sumxx, sumyy, sumxy, maxsag
This command merges peaks that are C O M~ by a path in src such that the lowest pixel value along that path is not lower than the higher peak value minus the (floating point) value maxsag and the lowest pixel is also greater than 0. That is, all the pixels in two or more merged peaks are assigned to the same accumulator. The images src, peak, accx, and accy should be set by a prior call to the command PLNK1, and these four images will have the same meanings (although perhaps different values) after PMRGl as after PLNKl. The images szu~ux, sumyy, and sumxy are used for scratch by PMRGl. All seven images should have at least one overlap row, all should be the same size, and all should be distinct. It is not necessary for you to set the values of these overlap rows except for image src which is probably already set from the prior operations PLNKl and PEAKl.
PRINTS 
11111
Like QUADXY, QUADUV fits the local region with a quadratic function. QUADUV then does a coordinate rotation from the x-y to the u-v coordinates, with the u-axis chosen in the direction that maximizes the second derivative with respect to u. Image STC is the source image, and kernel opr contains the weights for the pixels in the local region. Images dstl, dstu, dstv, dstuu, and dstw are destination images for the coefficients of the 1, u, v, uu, and w terms in the fitted polynomial. (The uv term is always zero.) Image dsta is the destination for the tangent of the angle between the x axis and the u axis. If the value 0 is used for any of the destination image numbers, the corresponding quantity is not written to any image.
Q U A D n =, opr,
QUADXY does a weighted least squares fit of a quadratic function of position to the pixels in a local region of the source image, and writes the 6 polynomial coefficients to the 6 destination images dstl, dstx, dsty, dstxx, dstyy, and dstxy. If the image number supplied for any destination image is 0, the corresponding quantity is not written to any image. If an image number is not supplied for dstx . . . , the value 0 is used for the missing image numbers. The x coordinate is positive to the right, and the y coordinate is positive downward, and the origin is at the center pixel of the local region. Image src is the source image. Kernel opr defines the local region and contains the weights. scc must have enough overlap rows to accommodate opr. The images must all be the same size. scc should normally be different from all the destination images. The excluded edge pixels in each dst are set to zero.
I, d m I, nsty I, e I, dstyy I, dstxy 11111
A-17 READIMAGE tilename, img [, header [, ncok is the number of columns in the file image. mow is the number of rows of pixels to be read. The memory image img may be smaller than the file image in filename; the memory image is taken from that region of the file image with top left comer at row row0 and column c010. Thus, for the common case in which the file image is the same size as the memory image, row0 and col0 should be set to 0. bpp is the number of bytes per pixel. Acceptable values are 1; 2, implying the less significant byte of each pair is fkst in the file; and -2, implying two bytes per pixel with the more significant byte fist. img must be greater than 0.
Unlike most operations, READIMAGE does set the values of the pixels in the overlap rows of image img. If the file image does not have enough rows to fill the memory image, the u d l e d memory image rows are left with the same values they had before.
The filename and img parameters must always be supplied with this command. If either of row0 or c010 is not supplied, it is assumed to be 0. If any of header, ncols, mow, or bpp is not specified, the value -1 is assumed. If any of these 4 parameters has the value -1, the program attempts to determine a correct or reasonable value for the parameter from the fiIe header, from the sizes of alreadydefined destination images, and fiom the BANDR parameters. This attempt may require the assumption of equal sizes for a Ne image and the corresponding memory image.
The image may be already defined, using DEFIMG, COPDEF, RESAMPLE$ or a previous READIMAGE or READSCENE. If image img is not already defined, the program will attempt to define image img with ncob columns and mow rows, with 0 overlap rows. If the header is type 1, the program will attempt to read the values of the scale factors A and B from the header in the image file, and set the image table A and B values and the p r e d e f i n e d scalar $A and $B values accordingly. Otherwise, these will be set to 0.0 and 1.0. [, row0 1111 (see also the previous READIMAGE filename, img ... command) This form of the READIMAGE command, with "-1" given instead of an image number, assumes that the file contains several images with interleaved rows. That is, the fiIe contains the fkst row of the first image, the first row of the second image, .-., the first row of the Nth image, the second row of the first image, the second row of the second image, ..., perhaps with additional bytes interpsersed and perhaps w i t h a file header. This command reads the several images from the file in one operation. Other than the following comments, this READIMAGE -1 command has the same features as the standard READIMAGE command.
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The information about each image or band is assumed to be already specified with the BANDR command. If any of the images specified in the BANDR command are not already defined when this READIMAGE -1 command is issued, this command will attempt to define those images. If nrow is given as -1 and the several images do not have the same number of rows, this READIMAGE -1 command will read only enough rows to fill the smallest destination image. bpr is the number of bytes in each composite row of the image file, including any row headers and any bands that are not of interest in this particular read operation. If bpr is given as -1, the program will attempt to determine the correct value fiom the file header.
READKERNEL Wename, opr
Read a local convolution operator (or kernel) fiom file filename into operator buffer number opr. Read an image from the file whose name is in the scene image list file (A). This READSCENE is like READIMAGE, except that for READSCENE the file name is not given in the feature command file (.fc) but is given instead in the scene list file (~1 ) . The program remembers previously specified names of scene files. If, instead of a file name, the entry in the scene list file (A) is a "+" followed by an integer value n, then the previously used file name for the n-th scene image is mcremented and used as the present file name. (See the INCFCJL command for an explanation of incrementing a file name.) If a " + "
is given without an integer value, the value of n is assumed to be the same as the number of the present scene image. For example, assume that this is the feature command file's third call to READSCENE (we are getting scene image 3), and that we are processing the fifll~ scene (this is the fifth use of the feature command file in this execution of the program). This call will use the third scene image file name in the fifth block of file names in the scene list file (A). If the file name is "+", the file name used for the image 3 (the current scene image number) in scene 4 (the previous scene number) will be incremental and then used here. Ifthe file name is "+2", the file name to be incremented and used here will be the one for image 2 of scene 5, which is the last image 2 file name specified. If the file name is "+4", the file name to be incremented and used here will be the one for image 4 of scene 4, since the file for image 4 of scene 5 has not yet been specified.
A "." has an effect similar to a "+", except that the old file name is not incremental before being used.
Each time the READSCENE command is used after the scene list file (.SI) is ended, the effect is the same as if "+" were read &om the scene list file. image hhh are optimally aligned with the corresponding features in image fff. Images ggg and fE are not changed by this REGISTER operation. Images fff and hhh must be the same size and must be compatible for arithmetic operations (they must be distributed the same way among the nodes); image ggg may be different in size. fsl, gsl, gs2, gs3, and gs4 are images that can be used as scratch space by this REGISTER operation. If 0 is given as the number for any of these scratch images, the program will find its own scratch space in place of that image (if sufficient memory is available). If a valid image number is given for any of these scratch images, then that image must be already defined. fsl must be compatible with fff, and gsl, gs2, gs3, and gs4 must be compatible with ggg. All of the images must be distinct; none of the images needs any overlap rows. bux, buy, bul, bvx, bvy, and bvl are first guesses at the optimal mapping coefficients, as described for the REMAP operation using hhh for dst and using ggg for src. dux, day, dul, dvx, dvy, and dvl are the allowable ranges of variation of the mapping coefficients; that is, the final value of bux, for example, will not be allowed outside the range from bux-dux to bux+dnx. If any of the range limits is not given, the value -1 wiU be used in its place. Resample image src and put the result into image dst. The operator xcI defines an excluded edge region of image src; XCI may be 0. There is no excluded edge in dst. If image dst is not yet defined, it will be defined with ncol columns, nrow rows, and novl overlap rows, and its scale factors A and B will K set to 0.0 and 1.0. Note that images defined by this RESAMPLE operation may be distributed among the daisies merently than images of the Same size defined by other processes. If image dst was previously defined, it is assumed to have been defined with the correct Size and with the correct parts allocated to each daisy, and the values supplied for ncol, mow, and novl are ignored. The values of the overlap row pixels in dst are NOT set by this RESAMPLE operation. The resampling is done by the simplest nearest-pixel method, with no interpolation or smoothing. If image src has fewer rows than image dst and image src has overlap rows, the overlap rows will probably be used in the RESAMPLE procedure, so their values (if not &ea@ current) should be updated with the OVERLAP command before this RESAMPLE command is used. src overlap rows may also be used if the src and dst images are not distributed exactly correctly among the slave nodes, as might happen if one of the images is defined by a process other than a RESAMPLE of the other image.
RETURN (noparameters)
This command is the logical end of a subroutiue. It causes the software to leave the subroutine and go to the command immediately following the GOSUB command that invoked the subroutine.
RTJCON dst,src,opr
This is an imperfkct operation that tries to concentrate ridges. A weighted least squares fit is used to fit a quadratic polynomial to the local region in the source image src, with kqmel
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opr containing the weights and specifying the local region. I the fitted polynomial describes a ridge, the ridge is smoothed along its length and concentrated in the direction perpendicular to its length, in the destination image dst. dst should be different from src, and they should be the same size. src should include enough overlap rows to accommodate opr. The excluded edge pixels in dst are set to zero.
SABS a s r c
Set scalar variable dst = absolute value of src.
SADD dst, srcl, src2
Set scalar variable dst = srcl + src2. Or, concatenate two strings, which may be either file name variables or literal strings, and put the concatenated string in the file name variable dst.
SATAN dst,src Set scalar variable dst = arctangent of src, in radians from -pi12 to pV2.
SATAN2 dst, srcl, src2 Set scalar variable dst = arctangent of srcl / src2, in radians from -pi to pi.
This SBEND operation does the s-bend geometric correction. For image src, the pixels within each row (or the columns ia the isnage) are assumed to represent samples that are uniformly spaced in terms of the angle to the side of the camera center line. Image dst will have pixels that represent samples that are uniformly spaced in terms of the distance from the camera center line on a flat scene plane or a fiat film plane. src and dst must be the same size, and they may be the same image. If a value is not given for src, it is assumed to be the same as dst. colO is the (floating point) number of the image column corresponding to the camera center line, where angle = 0. col0 is the same for src and dst, and the src colO pixels are mapped directly to dst col0. maxang is usually the angle included in the camera's field of view, Corresponding to pixels at the edge (largest column number) of the images, and column colO + addcol is the pixel column number corresponding to this maximum angle. However, you are not required to use maxaag and addcol values with this simple physical interpretation.
Formally, the src pixels in columns colO -F addcol and col0 -addcol are mapped directly to the same columns in dst. Pixels in columns other than these three special columns are shifted laterally (to different columns) in the SBEND operation. The columns numbered col0, colO + addcol, and colO -addcol do not have to actually exist in the images src and dst.
If a value is not given for col0, it is assumed to be the center column in the images. If values are not given for addcol and maxang, they are assumed to be 357.0 columns and 0.75049 radian (43.0 degrees), which are the values for a normal Daedalus image.
Image dst is set equal to image src multiplied by a scale factor chosen to make the largest value in image dst equal to 254. The edge pixels, deiined by operator xcl, are excluded; their values in src are not considered in determinjng the Scale Eactor, and their values in dst are left unchanged. The image dst coefficient A is set to 0.0 and B is set to the scale factor used in this scaling operation, without regard to the coefficient values for image src, and the user-accessible variables $A and $B are set equal to A and B. dst and src should be of the same size, and they may be the same image. If a value is not given for src, it is assumed to be the Same as dst. Usually SEGLAB assigns unique labels to image segments. SEGLAB assumes that image src has patches of marked pixels, with values greater than 0, separated by regions of background pixels, with values less than or equal to 0. For each marked src pixel, SEGLAB sets the cmesponding destination image dst pixel to some value that comprises a label for the segment. Each contiguous segment gets a unique label, equal to 1 +r+c/nc where nc is the number of columns in the images and r and c are the row and column number for the lowest-numbered pixel in the segment. dst pixel values are not changed if the corresponding src pixels are not marked as segments. Normally, all dst pixels should be set to 0 before starting a segmentation procedure that uses this subroutine. dst pixel values that are not 0 on entering this subroutine are construed as indicating a pixel that is already labeled. A non-zero value for a dst pixel and a greater-th-zero value for the corresponding src pixel is an inconsistency, indicating overlapping patches (segments). When this occurs, the old labels will not be changed, and the non-overlapping parts of the new overlapping patches will get a new label. Successive uses of the same destination image with different source image will result in unique labels for a l l the patches (segments) in the several source images as long as those patches do not overlap. src and dst must be different images, they must be of the same size, and both dst and src must have at least one overlap row. Set scalar variable dst = srcl * src2.
SQRT dst,src
Set image dst = square root of image src.
SSQ dst, src, opr
Set image dst equal to the local sum of squares of image src, with weighting coefficients from operator opr. That is, set each image dst pixel value equal to the sum over the domain of operator opr of (src*src*opr). The dst pixels in the excluded edge region, defined by the domain of the operator opr, are set to zero. src should have enough overlap rows to accommodate operator opr. opr must be greater than 0. dst and src should be different images. The image dst does not need to be the same size as the image src, but the two images do need to be distributed among the daisies in a manner compatible w i t h the WAMPLE algorithms.
SSQRT dst,src
Set scalar variable dst = square root of src.
SSUB dst, srcl, src2
Set scalar variable dst = srcl -src2.
STAN dst,src
Set scalar variable dst = tangent root of src, with src in radians.
STATS img [, xcl ]
Calculate pixel value statistics for image img, excluding the edge region defined by the domain of operator xcl. If xcl is not given, the value 0 is assumed and no edge region is excluded. This operation sets the user-accessible variables $N = number of pixels, $AVG = average value of pixels, $SIG = standard deviation of pixel values, $MAX = maximum pixel value, $MIN = m u m pixel value, =OW = number of rows, $NCOL = number of columns, $A = value of A coefficient in tables, $B = value of B coefficient in tables.
STOP (no parameters)
Stop the feature calculation process for the current scene. Define a "subroutine" in a .fc file. This is the first line of a subroutine in a .fc file. A subroutine is a block of commands that can be executed from elsewhere in the .fc file via the GOSUB command. The subroutine starts with this SUBDEF command, normally includes several other commands, and normally ends with the RETURN command which transfiers control back to the line following the GOSUB command that invoked the subroutine. (Actually, the subroutine does not necessarily need a RETURN as its last physical line in the .fc file, but the logical end of a subroutine must be a RETURN.) The subroutine, and hence the SUBDEF command, should be placed in the .fc file in such a way that the SUBDEF command is never encountered except via the GOSUB command, and the RETURN command is never encountered except after a SUBDEF command.
The subroutine name subname is treated as a userdehed variable. Thus, it can be chosen more or less arbitrarily within the l i m i t s of normal variable names, and it must be distinct from all other variable names.
Each subroutine variable is specified by two parameters in the SUBDEF command. The first parameter of the pair specifies the type of variable: I32 (32-bit integer), F32 (32-bit floating point), CHR (character), or STR (character string). The second parameter of the pair is the name of the subroutine variable. The name must conform to the rules for user-defioed variable names. It must be distinct from all other variable names in the .fc file, and it must not be defined anywhere else in the .fc file. That is, all variables, both within a subroutine and outside of any subroutine, are "global" in the sense that their names are all kept in the same list and they are all accessible from anywhere in the entire .fc file. Subroutine variables are not in any way isolated from other variables.
A subroutine variable can be either a scalar or'a one-dimensional array. To specify that a subroutine variable is an amy, the name of the vafiable in the SUBDEF command is immediately followed by an empty bracket pair "a " . Thus, the The subroutine variables are accessible from elsewhere in the -fc file. However, you must use caution and not access these variables until after they have been defined, which occurs when the subroutine is d e a d . This happens the first time the software scans over the SUBDEF A-26 command in the .fc file, even if the software is merely jumping over the SUBDEF command in response to a JUMP command or a GOSUB to a different subroutine.
SUMPIX img [, xcl]
Calculate the sum of all the pixels in the image img, excluding the edge region defined by the domain of operator xcl. If xcl is not given, the value 0 is assumed and no edge region is excluded. This operation sets the user-accessible variables $N = number of pixels, $AVG = average value of pixels. TAN dst,src corresponding image src pixel. Angles must be in radians.
Set each image dst pixel equal to the tangent of the angle spec%ed by the value of the UNDERSAMPLE dst, src, xcl, xfact, yfact, novl
Undersample image src and put the result into image dst. This function is the same as RESAMPLE, except that, whereas RESAMPLE specifies the size of the new image dst directly, UNDERSAMPLE uses xfact and JrEact to specify the size of the new image dst relative to the size of the old image src. The size of the new image dst will be the size of the old image src minus the excluded edge regions defined by the domain of the operatm xcl, divided by xfiict in the horizontal direction and yfact in the vertical direction. Images defined by this UNDERSAMPLB operation are completely compatible witb (are distributed among the slave nodes the same way as) images defined by the RESAMPLE operation. [, row0 [, col0 [, Q 111
VGA caption, img
Display image img on the system (console) monitor. The top left comer of the image will appear at row0,colO in the screen display. Red will be used for pixels with value less than Q, green for pixels with value greater than Q. The default values for r o d , col0, and Q are 0, 0, and 0.0. Pixel values should be between 0.0 and 255.0. The character string caption will be printed below the image on the screen. caption should not contain any embedded spaces.
If a ".' is the first character of the string given as the label, then the last-used result file name will be used as the label. This requires that Gordon Lassahn's device handler VGA and compatible video hardware are installed. This display function is rather crude, slow, and buggy, and is not generally recommended.
WRITEFEAT filename,src FOR PROGRAM F ONLY. W r i t e image src to file filename, as in operation WRITEIMAGE, and enter filename into an internal list of feature image files. If a string beginning with " + ' is given instead of a file name, the previously used feature image file name is incremented and used here. (See the INcmL command for an explanation of incrementing a file name.) The initial stored feature image file name is mOOOO00.H for ATRl and ATR2, and /usr/users/fi/fioOOOOO.fi for ATR3. Feature images are always written with a Data Translation header, in which is embedded the value of the last scale factor B used in scaling the image with the SCALE command.
Feature image files are written with each pixel represented as one 8-bit (1-byte) integer. This means that any pixel value outside the range 0.0 to 255.0 will not be correctly represented.
It also means that precision is limited. As a worst case example, if the feature image pixel values range fiom 0.0032 to 0.4158, they will all be written as 0 and all precision will be lost.
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You must construct feature images in such a way that there are no negative values, After this is done, you should usually use the SCALE command just before the WRITEFEAT command. This scale command multiplies the image by a constant that allows optimal use of the available precision, and this constant is written to the feature image fife and it is used later by the F program to restore the feature image pixels to their original (before scaling) values during the sums calcul.ations.
WRITEIMAGE filename, src [, header ] Write image number src to file filename. If the value of header is 0, no header is written to the file; if the value is 1, a Data Translation header is written. If header is not given, a value of 1 is used. Bytes 127 through 152 of the Data Translation header (the first byte of the header is called number 1) will be the scale coefficients A and €3 in FORTRAN format (lx,e12.6,lx,e12.6) . No other values can be used for header with WRITEIMAGE.
WRITERESULT src, header, Q FOR PROGRAM E ONLY. This is the same as command WRITEIMAGE, with two additional features. If header is 1, the value Q is stored in the file header in place of the value of the scale factor A. The file name for this result image output fiIe is read frsm the scene list file (.SI), the first of the set of file names given for the scene, the name that takes the place of the name of the mask image in the scene list file used for the training process. If " -k " is given instead of a file name in the scene list file (.sl), then the previously used result image file name is incremented and used here. The hitid file name is SCSIDISK:\.ri for ATRl, \ri\ri000000.ri for ATR2, and /usr/mrs/ri/ri-.ri for ATR3.
XGRAD dst,src
Set image dst equal to the x-gradient (derivative with respect to x, the coordinate that increases from left to right) of the intensity in image src. The 
XIMG dst
Set the value of each pixel in image dst equal to the pixel's x (column) coordinate.
XLINOl dst, bright, tangle, opr Extend lines found by LINOl. The "central" pixel in the local region of image dst is set equal to the weighted sum of the brightnesses of the line segments that are in the local region defined by the operator opr and are oriented in the direction so that their extensions would pass through the central pixel. The weights are the values of the pixels in opr. bright and tangle are the images containing the brightness and orientation data fkom LINOl. dst, bright, and tangle should all be dZ5erent images, all of the same size. This Operation uses overlap rows for both images bright and tangle. &.pixels in the excluded edge region defined by the domain of opr are set to zero.
XY2RT dstr, dstt, srcx, srcy [, xcl 3
Convert a vector field from x-y representation to r-tangent(angle) representation. Images srcx and srcy contain the x and y component values. The vector magnitude will be put into image dstr, and the tangent of the angle between the vector and the x axis will be put into image A-28
